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ABSTRACT: With the development of nanotechnology in the industrial applications and engineering 
sciences, analysis of the behavior of nanostructures has become important. In recent years, expansion 
and using of non-classical theories to predict the behavior of nanostracture materials has attracted the 
attention of researchers. In this paper, free and forced vibration of viscoelastic nanoplate on the Pasternak 
viscoelastic foundation will be studied. In this study, due to the inability of classical theories to describe 
the behavior of nano-dimensional structures, the non-classical modified couple stress theory has been 
used for express the size effect. By using the Galerkin semi-analytic method, free vibrations analysis 
for six different boundary conditions are discussed; also, forced vibration of rectangular viscoelastic 
nanoplate is studied by using the Navier method for simply supported boundary condition. Kelvin-Voigt 
model is used to simulate the behavior of viscoelastic nanoplate. In the results analysis section, the 
effect of small-scale factor, structural viscoelastic coefficient, linear elastic coefficient of foundation, 
external damping coefficient of foundation and shear coefficient of foundation on the natural frequency, 
maximum dynamic deflection and resonance phenomenon are presented.
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1- Introduction
With the advancement of nanoscience, one of the main 

issues of researchers in recent years is the analysis and 
recognition of the behavior of small-scale structures. Due to 
the huge cost and the need for exact equipment for laboratory 
and experimental work on nano dimensions, using of non-
classical theories has increased. Nanoplates are a subdivision 
of microstructures that improve their electrical properties, 
strength and flexibility by their atomic makeup. In this paper, 
by using modified stress coupling theory, free and forced 
vibration analysis of Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic nanoplate 
on the Pasternak foundation has been studied and influence 
internal viscoelastic coefficient, elastic coefficient, shear 
foundation coefficient and small scale factor on natural 
frequency, maximum amplitude deflection and resonance 
phenomenon have been investigated.

Simsek [2] analytical and numerical solution procedures 
are proposed for vibration of an embedded microbeam under 
the action of a moving microparticle based on the Modified 
Couple Stress Theory (MCST) within the framework of 
Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. In this paper influences of 
the material length scale parameter, the Poisson’s ratio, the 
velocity of the microparticle and the elastic medium constant 
as well as the solution procedures on the dynamic responses of 
the microbeam. In a study by Ma et al. [3] a non-classical 
Mindlin plate model is developed using a modified couple 

stress theory. The equations of motion and boundary 
conditions are obtained simultaneously through a variational 
formulation based on Hamilton’s principle. The new model 
contains a material length scale parameter and can capture the 
size effect, unlike the classical Mindlin plate theory.

2- Methodology
In Fig. 1, a schematic of the problem is shown. 

Using the energy method and Eqs. (1) to (4), equations 
of motion for different boundary conditions were derived. 
In this paper, free vibrations for the six different boundary 
condition and in the case of forced vibration simply support 
boundary condition have been studied.

Fig. 1. General schematic of the problem

 

  

Fig. 1. General schematic of the problem
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(1 )Etσ η ε∂= + ∂ (1)

1 ( )2 ij ij ij ijU mσ ε χ= + (2)

, ,
1 ( )4ij ipq qp j jpq qi pe eχ ε ε= + (3)

22ij ijm lµ χ= (4)

For solving equations in free and forced vibration, semi-
analytical method and Navier solution have been used, 
respectively.

3- Discussion and Results
In Fig. 2, the effect of small-scale factor on natural 

frequency is shown. The frequency ratio obtained from the 
modified couple stress theory to the Classical Theory (CT) 
frequency according to the small-scale factor is presented.

According to Fig. 2 frequency derived from two classical 
and modified couple stress theory are near to each other for 
nanoplates that have a large thicknes, while, for small thickness 
nanoplate, frequencies obtained from the two theories do not 
coincide and differ greatly. Considering external foundation 
damper and internal coefficient viscoelasticity for nanoplate 
leads to complex natural frequency, also, by increasing the 
values of these parameters, frequency ratio increases.

Considering length scale parameter leads to decrease 
the dynamic deflection and increase natural frequency, also 
creates resonant phenomenon at higher frequencies. Existence 
of linear elastic and shear coefficients of foundation increases 
the natural frequency and decrease maximum dynamic 
deflection.

4- Conclusions
According to the results obtained in this paper, considering 

the small scale factor, elastic coefficient and shear coefficient 
of the foundation increase the natural frequency of nanoplate. 
Furthermore external damper coefficient of foundation and 

Fig. 2. Frequency ratio of MCST to CT frequency

 

internal viscoelasticity coefficient of the nanoplate creates 
complex natural frequency.
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